MOBILE TRAVEL

TRENDS

2020

Because being there matters

We’ve surveyed eight industry experts, 100+ travel professionals, and
6,000+ end travelers to discover the top trends in mobile travel for 2020.

THE SUPER APP

Will the rise of super apps put an end to disjointed digital experiences?
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VIEW FROM THE BIG
TMCS - BCD TRAVEL

We spoke to BCD Travel to learn about the global
TMC’s mobile priorities for the year ahead.
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THE RISE OF
THE MACHINE(S)

Consumers want technology to anticipate their needs.
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booking time by
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3
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BUSINESS TRAVEL
ROI - THE DATA
REVOLUTION
Big data can transform travel from an expense to a tracked KPI.
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NOW WE’RE TALKING
BUSINESS
The evolution of voice for travel will continue in 2020.
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6
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of travel brands are not
3
investing in voice at all

REIMAGINING THE
BUSINESS TRAVEL
EXPERIENCE
Travelers want self-service features and timely information.
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THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
The digital era is influencing the very essence of our human experience.
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ARE TMCS READY
FOR GEN          Z?
Gen Z were born into a world where a digital experience is expected.    
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Get the Mobile Travel Trends 2020 report
Find out what the experts are saying about
the next big trends in mobile travel.

travelport.com/Trends2020
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